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Shabad Guru surat Dhun chela
Who is Guru: This second word Guru does not require much explaining: It simply means a Guide, a Master,
someone who removes darkness, an Enlightener. But the third and fourth words, Surat dhun need careful
study. What is Surat? Just like the words Shabad Surat and also Dhun, reflect many a meaning depending
upon the context in which they are employed.
The Meaning Of Shabad Guru Surat Dhun Chela: Holy Word As
Sankat Mochan Shabad by scholars who have consolidated in above book.Free Dowonload Sikh Bhajan,
Sikh Gurudwara Music, Sikh Music, Punjabi Songs, Gurubani, Sukhmani Sahib, Guru Granth Sahib, Jap Ji
Sahib, Mitra Pyare.
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The thing and beauty of sikhee is, it makes us consciouss by realizing in a most simple way, our true spiritual
nature as souls, as disciples, as sikhs, as chelas, as dhun, and the also the True status of Shabad Guru.
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Shabad Guru Sural Dhun Chela Word (God's Name) is Guru, Guru is Word. Power is God, God is Power. In
this way the Splendour is God, and Guru. Splendour is a power. Word is a power. Fromthe time this
Splendour exists, God is present since then. Because God is Word and power, therefore He is ever-existent.
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Shabad Guru surat dhun chela Part II Guru, is a word of two syllables : Gu and Ru. Gu means darkness, and
Ru means, the one who takes out from the darkness towards the Light. Darkness here means, ignorance,
agyanta, and Light means gyan, knowledge.
Words of Wisdom: Shabad Guru surat dhun chela Part II
is Guru in the fonn ofWord. To understand Guru is an enterance into God. Guru is a door and first ofall one
has to reach the door and the house comes thereafter and house is God. As big a house is, accordinly so big
will bethe doors. As a house, He is God and as a doorHeis Guru. SinceGod is Eternal, therefore
Shabad-Guru is also Eternal.
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According to Siri Guru Granth Sahib, our Guru is â€˜Shabadâ€™. This helps us understand the transfer of
Guruship from Guru Gobind Singh ji to Guru Granth Sahib ji. Similarly, Sikhi is the journey of our
consciousness, and not of our physical body.
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Shabad Guru Surat Dhun Chela - Book By Giani Sant Singh Ji Maskeen. Preface Of The Book 'Shabad Guru
Surat Dhun Chela' By Giani Sant Singh Ji Maskeen. The majority of the people have always been unable to
understand God and Guru.
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